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WORMWOOD subscription rates are: $12/4 nos./yr. for both
individuals and institutions. A patron subscription is
$24/4 nos./yr. Patrons receive poet-signed special sections
and chapbooks. Free inspection copies are not available
because of our very limited press run; however, individual
copies may be purchased at $4 each (includes first-class
postage). Back issues 4-15, 7-44, 46-52, 54-62, 64-65,
68-70, 72-91, 93-94, 96-102, 104, 108-135 are also $4 each
postpaid.
Supplies are limited; do not order multiple
copies of a single issue.
WORMWOOD will not knowingly
reprint an already published work. Reprint rights are re
turned to all authors on written request without charge
provided WORMWOOD is given an acknowledgement in print in
all future publications.
Our contents are indexed in the
Index of American Periodical Verse (Scarecrow), Annual In
dex to Poetry in Periodicals (Roth) and American liumanities
Index (Whitston). Microfilm volumes of WORMWOOD are avail
able from University Microfilms, Ann Arbor MI 48106.
WORMWOOD mailings are done at no fixed times and a single
mailing usually consists of two issues. Nevertheless, all
subscribers are guaranteed to receive 4 issues in a year's
span of time. The press cannot respond to subscriber claims
when the issues in question have not been released for mail
ing to all subscribers.
Please keep us informed of changes
in address, since the Post Office usually will not forward
and only rarely provide the new address even when requested.
If addresses are kept current, delivery of paid copies to
subscribers is guaranteed up through and including Issue
144 (1996). Composition of WORMWOOD: 136 was completed on
28 December 1994 and the magazine is to be printed by
Creative Printing/Printwell Press, 2232 Stewart St., Stockton CA 95205.
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